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HIGHLIGHTED PREMIERES

ON DEATH ROW ** TV-14
Mini-Series Premieres Friday, March 9 at 10 PM ET
In this special four-part companion television series to Werner Herzog’s critically-acclaimed theatrical documentary INTO THE ABYSS, the Academy-Award nominated filmmaker dives deeper into the abyss of the human soul. Through interviews with five additional inmates awaiting their appointment with a lethal injection in the Texas and Florida prison systems, Herzog conducts a uniquely thought-provoking analysis of why people, and the state, kill. Each episode features an intense interview with a death row inmate to hear their own account of life in captivity and the crime that condemned them.

- **James Barnes Premieres Friday, March 9 at 10 PM ET** After hiding his wife’s corpse in the closet, James Barnes was convicted of murder in 1998. While in prison, Barnes converted to Islam and, during the holy month of Ramadan, confessed to a previous murder – the gruesome homicide of Patricia Miller in 1988. Barnes broke into Miller’s home, where he sexually assaulted and bludgeoned her to death. To cover up his crime, Barnes set fire to the bed to which Miller was bound. Barnes pled guilty to the murder and was sentenced to death. *Location: Florida State Prison – Starke, FL*

- **Linda Anita Carty Premieres Friday, March 16 at 10 PM ET** Linda Carty was convicted and sentenced to death in February 2002 for the murder of 25-year-old Joana Rodriguez, allegedly in order to steal her four-day-old son. On May 16, 2001, Carty organized three co-defendants to invade Rodriguez’s home. The young mother was hog-tied with duct tape and placed in the trunk of a car. A bag was taped over her head and she died from suffocation. Carty claims she is innocent and has appealed exhaustively against her conviction. Barring the granting of clemency, she stands to become the first black British woman to be executed in more than a century. *Location: Mountain View Unit – Gatesville, TX*

- **Joseph Garcia/George Rivas Premieres Friday, March 23 at 10 PM ET** Joseph Garcia was only 19 years old when he repeatedly stabbed a man after a night of heavy drinking and a jury sentenced him to 50 years. Despairing after six years behind bars, Garcia joined the “Texas Seven.” This now infamous gang was allegedly formed by George Rivas, a man whose record includes numerous counts of aggravated kidnapping, aggravated robbery and aggravated kidnapping with a deadly weapon. The group escaped the prison walls but while on the run,
several of the escapees shot and killed a police officer. As a result, all of the convicts were given the death penalty. Location: Allan B. Polunsky Unit – Livingston, TX

- **Hank Skinner Premieres Friday, March 30 at 10 PM ET** The brutal murder of Twila Busby and her two sons seemed easy to solve. Hank Skinner was found nearby with blood from the crime scene on his shirt. After a trial, Skinner was given the death penalty. Skinner protested, complaining that DNA tests had not been performed on many crucial bits of evidence. He was scheduled to be executed in March 2010 but, just 45 minutes before the lethal injection, the Supreme Court stayed his sentence – and Skinner was notified of the stay just 23 minutes before his scheduled execution. While he remains on death row in Texas, new DNA testing is moving forward. Location: Allan B. Polunsky Unit – Livingston, TX

---

**PREMIERES**

**DEADLY SINS** **TV-14**
Season 1 Premieres Saturday, March 3 at 9 PM ET
*Please note the Season Premiere is “Carnal Appetite,” not “Deadly Desire” as indicated in the original press release*

When the basic desires of human nature come up against the darkest corners of the human soul, these temptations can often be fatal. Investigation Discovery’s DEADLY SINS examines the true evils that push everyday individuals beyond the limits of the law. From gluttony and greed to lust, envy, sloth, wrath, and pride, this seven-part series reveals scandalous crimes driven by the most basic of human instincts. Guiding viewers through these deadly deeds is attorney Darren Kavinoky, a criminal behavior expert who provides professional insight and legal expertise in his analysis of each case.

- **Carnal Appetite Premieres Saturday, March 3 at 9 PM ET**
  - **Cesar Laurean** is a deeply insecure military officer who uses false pride and bravado to over-compensate for his self-doubt. Though married, he is the classic womanizer, carrying on with eight to twelve women at a time, many of whom work for him. But Laurean’s perverse indulgences take a violent turn when he is accused of rape by one of his female conquests. To save his reputation and career, he plots to silence his accuser for good. Location: Jacksonville, NC
  - In 1995, wealthy and reckless Regina Hartwell, falls hard for 19-year-old Kim LeBlanc. LeBlanc, on the other hand, falls hard for Hartwell's money and drugs. After several months of dating, LeBlanc meets 24-year-old Justin Thomas, and starts dating him as well. A drop-dead gorgeous, former blue chip football star, Thomas’s palpable dark side perfectly suits LeBlanc. When LeBlanc grows tired of faking amorous desires for Hartwell, she begs Thomas to help her get out of the situation, and he plots to do it the best way he knows how. Location: Austin, TX

- **Deadly Desire Premieres Saturday, March 10 at 9 PM ET**
  - When single mother Tina Loesch and strong-willed go-getter Skye Hanson meet in prison, sparks fly. The two women begin a torrid affair and are released in the spring of 1992. Consumed by an insatiable desire for wealth, the pair devises a plan to rob Loesch’s parents of all their money, but not before Loesch is disinherited by her father for taking on a female lover. Neither woman will stand for this, and it is calculating Hanson who leads the charge with the help of a friend, to commit cold-blood murder. But that is only half the crime spurred on by Loesch and Hanson’s voracious desire for money. Location: Post Falls, ID
  - When troubled 15-year-old Susan Bolling starts a relationship with her psychologist, Dr. Felix Polk, who is twenty years her senior, doom is written from the start. While the two have a seemingly loving marriage for more than twenty years, behind closed doors it is a
cruel and controlling environment, where the only end in sight leads to the most unforgivable sin of all: murder. **Location: Orinda, CA**

- **Green-Eyed Monsters Premieres Saturday, March 17 at 9 PM ET**
  - From an early age, Christian Longo has been driven by jealousy, always wanting what others have. He begins as a petty thief and escalates from there, even sticking his own father with a $60,000 credit card bill. He eventually meets MaryJane Baker and the two start a family, having two adorable children, but when he feels they’re holding him back from “the party life” that he envies, no one could ever fathom the murderous devastation he has in store. **Location: Newport, OR**
  - As far back as anyone can remember, Jimella Tunstall and Tiffany Hall have been inseparable as they struggle to survive the mean streets of crime-infested East St. Louis, Ill. Though not related, the best friends share everything, and even call each other “cousin.” But when Tunstall’s life begins to turn around for the better, Hall is blinded by jealousy. In the end, Hall’s envious fury wipes out an entire family. **Location: East St. Louis, IL**

- **Insatiable Premieres Saturday, March 24 at 9 PM ET**
  - On the surface, Marc Evonitz seems like an intelligent, hard-working, white-collar husband. But underneath he is obsessed with bondage, pornography, and young girls. As long as he has a willing and compliant young woman around, Evonitz is able to keep his homicidal urges at bay. But eventually his demons win out, consuming Evonitz in a lust-fueled rampage that eliminates at least three girls’ lives before he is stopped when another one of his victims outwits him and escapes. **Locations: Spotsylvania County, VA and Columbia, SC**
  - Matthew Mirabal is a religious church-going man, but his pious exterior hides an unquenchable lust for money, other men’s women and power. A young and handsome leader at his small church, Mirabal builds a family and reputation that is the envy of others. But his dark side leads him to the matrimonial beds of family members and church leaders, and ultimately, to the brutal murder of his beautiful young wife. **Location: Longmont, CO**

**NOTHING PERSONAL** **TV-14**

**Season 2 Premieres Wednesday, March 7 at 9 PM ET**

The motive in murder-for-hire plots may vary from case to case, but for the hired hit man it’s always business as usual. Plunge into the sinister undertaking of contract killings in **NOTHING PERSONAL**, Investigation Discovery’s series about mafia disloyalties, romantic infidelities, stale friendships and the trio of characters at their center: the conniving “client,” the professional murderer, and the victim who never saw it coming. Each one-hour episode of **NOTHING PERSONAL** is hosted by actor and true crime aficionado Steve Schirripa, whose mobster character Bobby Baccalieri was famously whacked on The Sopranos. Seamlessly woven into the presentation of each story, Schirripa’s commentary exposes viewers to a thing or two about the business of crime.

- **Femme Fatale Premieres Wednesday, March 7 at 9 PM ET** With a sports car, a new Florida condo, and a six-figure bank account, Michael Dippolito is living the high life. Or so it seems. An ex-con on probation for fraud, he owes everything he has to the people he ripped off. It’s a financial reality that doesn’t sit well with his new wife, Dalia, and the former escort hatches a deadly scheme to scam her own husband. Dalia steals from him, plants drugs in his car, and tries to poison him, but when none of that works, she sets up a hit using Michael’s own money to pay for the job. **Location: Boynton Beach, FL**

- **Married to a Rock Star Premieres Wednesday, March 14 at 9 PM ET** Todd Garton loves the spotlight. He is determined to make it big, but after failing as a rock star and then as a military hero, Garton's fantasy life is all he has left. He invents an identity as a sniper with a top-secret
organization, and when the pressures of family life become too much, his alter ego cooks up a deadly plot. It’s a masterpiece of deception designed to trick one of his closest friends into gunning down his pregnant wife. This is the sinister story of how a con man transforms his perverse fantasies into bloody reality. **Location: Cottonwood, CA**

- **Money Shot Premieres Wednesday, March 21 at 9 PM ET** Members of the Colombo crime family, gangster brothers ‘Fat’ Tony and Joe “The Whale” Peraino bankroll “Deep Throat,” the most profitable porn film ever made. Their incredible success turns them from bottom-feeders to filthy rich players in the Mafia. But when the riches pour in, the on-screen action is nothing compared to the drama of brother tuning on brother, and cousin on cousin. The movie Deep Throat was a huge success, but for the people who made it, there were no happy endings. **Location: Brooklyn, NY**

- **Turnabout is Fair Play Premieres Wednesday, March 28 at 9 PM ET** Veteran ER nurse Susan Walters finds the man of her dreams in Michael Kuhnhausen, a soft-spoken, attentive and loving man. But over 17 years of marriage, Kuhnhausen turns into a monster. A Vietnam vet who can no longer keep his demons at bay, he has become obsessive, paranoid and violent, and when Walters asks him for a divorce, he hatches a deadly scheme. It’s a story of greed, betrayal and murder with an unexpected twist. When the victim proves she’s tougher than she looks, it’s the hit man who ends up dead. **Location: Portland, OR**

**REAL VICE: MIAMI** TV-14

Season 1 Premieres Wednesday, March 21 at 10 PM ET

Audiences know Miami for its beautiful people, tropical weather, and cultural crossroads, but what they’ll come to learn from REAL VICE: MIAMI is that the city’s reputation for being fast, loose and crazy applies to local criminals as well. In this series, viewers will enjoy a unique visual experience with the pace, look and feel of movie crime plots, though gone are the static talking heads and cheesy character interplay. Hear testimony from the perps themselves about drug deals gone bad, murders for hire, vendettas that reached their breaking point, and other high-stakes crimes sweeping the Sunshine State’s southern-most city.

- **The Bloodiest Day Premieres Wednesday, March 21 at 10 PM ET** Dedicated soldiers Michael Platt and William Matix will be remembered in the FBI community forever, but for all the wrong reasons. In the deadliest shootout in FBI history, two agents are killed and five more are wounded. So how is it that these men could go from respected soldiers to armored-car robbers and ruthless killers? Surviving FBI agents John Hanlon and Gil Orrantia provide the harrowing first-person accounts of the worst day of their careers and highlight how the “Sin City” of the Southeast became home to America’s most violent outlaws.

- **Deadly Chase Premieres Wednesday, March 28 at 10 PM ET** A drug bust goes wrong; a car chase creates havoc on the causeway; and a one-in-a-million gunshot takes the life of one of Miami’s most respected police officers, Scott Rakow. Lead narcotics cop Tom Hunker, Miami reporter John O’Neill and killer Freddy Andrade tell the tale of when the ‘80s obsession for cocaine and cash got horribly out of control. Together, the three describe the perfect storm of events that led to one of the most tragic stories in the history of Miami’s law enforcement.

**ADDITIONAL PREMIERE**

*Updated 3/15/12*

**ALASKA: ICE COLD KILLERS** TV-14

Highlighted Series Returns Monday, March 26 at 10 PM ET

As America’s last true frontier, Alaska is an ideal destination for people wanting to experience the intrinsic beauty of isolated nature - but its wilderness also provides the perfect setting for keeping secrets.
People go missing as if swallowed by the elements, but often there's something far more sinister to blame. This series is about victims of violent crimes, struggling to survive against the brutality of nature and man.

- **Frozen Terror Premieres Monday, March 26 at 10PM ET** The Alaskan Pipeline creates an influx of money and people through Alaska, but there are many concerned with the ravaging of this great state’s natural resources. One of those people is environmentalist Louis Hastings – an environmentalist from California. Determined to stop the pipeline, Hastings devises a plan to blow it up, but first he must eliminate all possible witnesses. In the small town of McCarthy, Alaska, Hastings stalks his victims one by one, determined to carry out his murderous plan.

  *Location: McCarthy, AK*

### SEASON FINALES

**STALKED: SOMEONE’S WATCHING** **TV-14**

*STALKED: SOMEONE’S WATCHING Premieres Thursday, March 8 at 10 PM ET*

With more than three million people falling victim to stalking in the United States each year, this widely misunderstood crime reaches far beyond celebrities and people in the public eye. STALKED: SOMEONE’S WATCHING profiles emotional stories of stalking victims and explores the twisted psychology of the people who relentlessly pursued them. Leading viewers through these tales of obsession is Michelle Ward, Ph.D., a criminal psychologist who has an expertise in neuroscience and personal experience as a stalking victim. Throughout each episode, Dr. Ward provides insight into the possible thoughts and motivations of the stalker and offers viewers important information they can use to protect themselves.

- **Power Play Premieres Thursday, March 1 at 10 PM ET** Jane Haag is a successful software consultant living in Orange County, California. She’s deeply committed to her work and finds little time to date. But that changes when she meets Ron, a dashing, self-assured business owner who shares her drive to succeed. Ron is smitten and the two start a relationship at breakneck speed. After only five months together they buy a multi-million-dollar home, but Ron's violent temper is soon revealed. One day Ron explodes and assaults her. She immediately ends the relationship, but Ron refuses to let her go. When the police can’t stop him, Haag decides to take matters into her own hands. What price will Haag pay to put an end to the torment? Join Dr. Michelle Ward to find out what happens when the victim battles back.

  *Location: Orange County, CA*

- **Evil Intent Premieres Thursday, March 8 at 10 PM ET** Andrew Bagby is in his final year of medical school in Newfoundland, Canada when he meets fellow student Shirley Turner. The two begin to date, but Turner is much more serious about the relationship than Bagby. When Bagby graduates and accepts a job in Pennsylvania, he’s grateful for an excuse to break things off with Turner. But she’s not ready to let him go that easily. One morning Bagby wakes up to Turner at his door. She has driven 1000 miles through the night to see him. Follow Dr. Michelle Ward and find out what happens when a lovesick woman takes her desire to extremes.

  *Location: Newfoundland, Canada*

**DARK MINDS** **TV-14**

*STALKED: SOMEONE’S WATCHING Premieres Thursday, March 14 at 10 PM ET*

In DARK MINDS, crime author M. William Phelps and criminal profiler John Kelly revisit unsolved homicides believed to be the work of serial killers. Joining them in the hunt for answers is an unlikely and anonymous source: a convict serving multiple life sentences for a series of murders. Known only to audiences as “13,” this unique source offers his “expert” opinion about potential motivations behind these chilling cold cases, using his own personal experience to formulate theories.
- **Mississippi Five Premieres Wednesday, March 7 at 10 PM ET** Columbus, Miss., is known as “The Friendly City,” where the neighborhoods are quiet and close-knit, and everyone leaves their doors unlocked. But between July 1996 and November 1998, all that changed, when five residents, aged 61-80, were brutally murdered in their homes. What kind of heartless killer preys on senior citizens, and more importantly, why? This is the lingering mystery behind The Elderly Killings. For criminal profiler John Kelly, this case is unfinished business, having worked the murders himself back in 1999. But the investigation went unsolved and now, true crime author M. William Phelps returns to Columbus, on a mission to pick up where Kelly left off and determined to get to the truth. But everything he thought he knew about The Elderly Killings will be turned upside down, and even convicted killer “13” seems unable to help. Location: Columbus, MS

- **Dance with the Devil Premieres Wednesday, March 14 at 10 PM ET** In August 1982, 30-year-old Jane Goodwin was found murdered in her Newark, N.J. apartment. She had been strangled and brutally stabbed in the chest, but the killer left no evidence. Over the next 19 years, three other New England women were attacked in a similar way. Police caught their murderer, Edwin “Ned” Snelgrove, who went to prison twice for his 19-year crime spree, but was never indicted for Goodwin’s murder. Investigative journalist M. William Phelps has corresponded with Snelgrove for years, and is now determined to make him confess. As Phelps digs deeper, he turns to profiler John Kelly, who has managed to keep a killer on the line for ten years. Will convicted murderer “13” help Phelps to catch a similar “dark mind”? Location: Newark, NJ

## ONGOING SERIES

**SCORNED: LOVE KILLS** **TV-14**

**Season 1 Continues Saturdays at 10 PM ET**

Investigation Discovery’s SCORNED: LOVE KILLS uncovers crimes of passion sparked by a spurned lover’s snap from provocative paramour to predacious threat. The show examines the dark side of love with a voyeuristic peek into the lust and obsession that fueled some of the most senseless, but definitely not emotionless, crimes to make front-page headlines. From dalliances with X-rated dancers to a love triangle born from an underground swingers’ club, the stories featured in SCORNED pair sexual intrigue with bedded betrayal to form a recipe for murder.

- **Judgment Day Premierses Saturday, March 3 at 10 PM ET** Michael and Leann Fletcher have a seemingly happy marriage, but after the birth of their first child, things take a turn for the worse. Leann suspects her husband is cheating on her, and over the next two years Michael and Leann’s relationship deteriorates. Then, in August 1999, Michael discovers his pregnant wife lying dead on the bedroom floor. Is this a tragic accident or something far more sinister? Investigators take a closer look only to find a long history of marital infidelity and an insidious plot for murder. Location: Hazel Park, MI

- **The Au Pair Affair Premierses Saturday, March 10 at 10 PM ET** Stephen and Tara Grant look like the perfect couple, but when Stephen’s role as stay-at-home dad begins to wear on his ego, he goes to scandalous lengths to prove his manhood. In 2007, after years of flirting with their many young live-in au pairs, Stephen finds the right girl who can turn his fantasies into a reality. But just when things start to heat up, Tara mysteriously disappears after the couple has a heated argument. Investigators suspect foul play, but nothing could prepare them for the horror they uncover. Location: Mt. Clemens, MI

- **Letter From the Grave Premierses Saturday, March 17 at 10 PM ET** Mark and Julie Jensen seem like a happily married couple, but nothing could be further from the truth. Mark has never forgiven Julie for a brief affair she had seven years into their marriage, and he eventually cheats as well. It isn’t long before Julie writes a letter to her neighbor stating that she fears for her life.
What happens next shocks the community and takes nearly ten years for justice to be served. 

**Location: Pleasant Prairie, WI**

- **House of Deception Premieres Saturday, March 24 at 10 PM ET** In 1983, wealthy Texas home builder Larry Aylor and his client, Rozanne Gailiunas, are involved in a passionate extramarital affair. When the relationship is exposed, the jealousy and greed that follow lead to a brutal murder. Gailiunas is found bloody and unconscious by her four-year-old son, but it takes nearly five years for an international search to discover an unlikely killer. **Location: Richardson, TX**

- **A Fatal Affair Premieres Saturday, March 31 at 10 PM ET** High school sweethearts Chad and Shelley Dunn marry young, capping off what seems to be a storybook romance. In 2009, the couple celebrates their nine-year anniversary with their two daughters, but by November, their marriage is on the rocks. Chad’s drinking problem and jealous rages have finally pushed away his long time love, and it’s not long before Shelley starts seeing another man. Then, on Valentine’s Day 2010, a grisly scene unfolds at a local parking lot as the estranged couple’s two young girls watch helplessly. **Location: Braselton, GA**

**DISAPPEARED** **TV-PG**

**Season 4 Continues Mondays at 9 PM ET**

Each episode of DISAPPEARED begins at the time immediately before the individual vanished, and chronicles the search for clues hidden beneath seemingly everyday behavior that may indicate what happened to the missing. While some of the resolutions are heartwarming and others tragic, many cases remain open to this day and continue to be a source of unbearable frustration for the loved ones left behind. For the open cases that have gone cold, DISAPPEARED asks viewers to share any fresh leads in hopes of deciphering what truly happened to the missing.

- **Into the Bayou Premieres Monday, March 5 at 9 PM ET** When 21-year-old Clinton Nelson moves to rural Louisiana for a job working in the oilfields, life proves to be very different from middle class living in South Dakota where he was raised. But Nelson’s open personality helps him adjust quickly, and within a few months, he begins to excel. Then just when life is looking up, Nelson learns he has a serious heart condition. His living situation has become increasingly tense, and he is facing charges of narcotics possession as well. Meanwhile, Nelson’s ex-girlfriend is pregnant with what could be his child. Then in Sept. 2006, Nelson leaves a party never to be seen again. Has the pressure of life become too much? Or has something far worse happened? As the clock ticks, family and investigators race for answers. **Location: Princeton, LA**

- **Little Girl Lost Premieres Monday, March 12 at 9 PM ET** Single mother Joey Lynn Offutt thinks she has found love with Alexis Brolin, Jr, but problems plague their romance from the start. In 2006, Offutt announces she is pregnant with their second child, but this does little to help their relationship. One year later, the pair has a massive fight, but when Brolin tries to apologize, Offutt never responds. When she still hasn’t been heard from a week later, Brolin reports her missing, but the police have news. Offutt’s house went up in flames that same morning, with their infant son dead in the bathtub, and Offutt is nowhere to be found. Three days later, authorities find her car, but there is no trace of the young mother, leaving loved ones searching for answers. **Location: Sykesville, PA**

- **The Vortex Premieres Monday, March 19 at 9 PM ET** After dealing with a failed business, a broken marriage, and the death of his brother, Ben McDaniel decides to start anew, so he moves from Tennessee to his parents’ condo in Florida. An avid scuba diver, McDaniel jumps at the opportunity to escape when he learns of a dive at a nearby spring. Vortex Spring has an underwater cave that is said to be very exciting, and McDaniel prepares extensively. He goes on the dive August 18, 2010 and while witnesses see him enter the cave, no one ever sees him return. The police conduct extensive searches, but ultimately, police, rescue divers, and McDaniel’s family are baffled, left questioning the nature of his disappearance. **Location: Ponce de Leon, FL**
Final Exam Premieres Monday, March 26 at 9 PM ET Nineteen-year-old Suzy Lyall is loving life as a Computer Science Major and sophomore at the University at Albany. Everything seems to be going well for her, but in March 1998, events take a drastic turn when Lyall’s boyfriend calls her parents to inform them that he didn't hear from Lyall when she returned from work. An investigation involving multiple agencies begins, and the unwavering hope and dedication from Lyall’s family keeps it alive. Location: Albany, NY

SINS & SECRETS TV-14
Season 2 Continues Thursday, March 8 at 9 PM ET
Season 2 Moves to a New Timeslot Thursday, March 15 at 10 PM ET
In SINS & SECRETS, the location of the crime is a central character in each case. Each immersive one-hour episode shows how a crime alters the community in which it occurs, and reveals how the people and place are irrevocably changed by the terrible aftermath.

Ocean City Premieres Thursday, March 1 at 9 PM ET Ocean City, Md., is a popular beach town that draws crowds all summer long, and over Memorial Day weekend 2002, couples Martha Crutchley and Joshua Ford and Erika and BJ Sifrit joined the hordes to kick off their summer seasons. But their carefree vacations were about to go horribly wrong. The Sifrits would end theirs in the back of a squad car, charged with armed robbery, while police would find Crutchley and Ford’s dismembered bodies buried at a local landfill. When the intersection between the two seemingly unrelated crimes and couples emerged, it revealed a story of a chance encounter that led to a gruesome murder. Location: Ocean City, MD

Chicago Premieres Thursday, March 8 at 9 PM ET Chicago, Ill., is a gritty metropolis whose blue-collar moxie is matched only by its civic pride, and is a city where divided cultures and folks from all walks of life are embraced. But on St. Patrick’s Day 2007, the city’s celebrations were cut short, when beloved resident Becky Klien suddenly disappeared. The search for the truth would quickly morph into a full-blown murder mystery, complete with sex, drugs, and true love gone horribly awry. Location: Chicago, IL

Rome Premieres Thursday, March 15 at 10 PM ET Rome, Ga., is a pretty town tucked away in the foothills of the Appalachians, where Friday nights are for football and Sundays are reserved for church. But over Fourth of July weekend 2004, a shocking murder would leave the residents of this conservative town reeling. Loving husband, local deacon and father of four, Thad Reynolds, was stabbed 19 times in his warehouse office. It wasn’t long before his killer confessed and the scandalous story behind Reynolds’ murder would reveal a plot of deceit and betrayal that would rock the community to its very core. Location: Rome, GA

Missoula Premieres Thursday, March 22 at 10 PM ET Missoula, Mont., is a sleepy frontier city bathed in natural beauty, and was the ideal place for Anne and Bill Stout to settle down with their three sons. But in 2007, the Stouts’ Rocky Mountain dream life came crashing down when Anne found her husband murdered in their bed. Numerous claims that Bill had a stalker led Sheriffs to focus on Arkansas native, Barbara Miller. That was until a few undigested items found in Bill’s corpse set them on the heels of the real culprit. Location: Missoula, MT

Mio Premieres Thursday, March 29 at 10 PM ET Mio, Mich., is a sportsman’s paradise nestled in the vast wilderness of the Upper Midwest. But in 1985 two avid hunters found themselves as prey, and their bizarre disappearance would put this tiny town in the crosshairs of a criminal investigation. The quest for the truth of what happened to Brian Ognian and David Tyll would span two decades and ultimately reveal a tale of wrong turns, bullying brothers, a wood chipper and cold-blooded murder. Location: Mio, MI
Each episode of KILLER TRIALS: JUDGMENT DAY revisits an infamous trial that captured the attention of media, concerned citizens and curious onlookers everywhere. This compelling series takes you behind courthouse doors to hear from the people who witnessed each trial’s grisly confessions, secret circumstantial evidence and enlightening witness testimony firsthand.

- **The Ken & Barbie Killers Premieres Friday, March 2 at 8 PM ET** Karla Homolka and Paul Bernardo are the picture perfect couple, but despite appearances, this pair has murder on their minds. Together, the two commit crimes that are virtually unspeakable, torturing and mutilating young girls. They even go as far as filming themselves raping and murdering three teenage girls, one of which is Homolka’s 14-year-old sister. But when they are finally caught, will their dedication to one another last through the trial? This is the definitive account of a murder case unparalleled in Canadian history. Location: Ontario, Canada

- **The Serial Savage Premieres Friday, March 2 at 8:30 PM ET** When 10-year-old Zachary Ramsay goes missing on his way to school in February 1996, authorities turn their attention to known pedophile Nathaniel Bar-Jonah. When police search Bar-Jonah’s home, they find a mountain of compromising material, including “recipes” that suggest Bar-Jonah may be a cannibal. But all of the evidence is circumstantial. Then, the police get a break, when three boys come forward who claim that Bar-Jonah sexually assaulted them. In May 2002, Bar-Jonah is sentenced to 130 years in jail. The state prosecutors now want to pursue Bar-Jonah for the murder of Ramsay as well, but Ramsay’s mother, who has never accepted that her son is dead, announces that she will testify in Bar-Jonah’s defense. Will justice ever be served for the disappearance of Zachary Ramsay? Location: Great Falls, MT

- **Hidden in Plain Sight Premieres Friday, March 16 at 7 PM ET** In 1974, 14-year-old Danny Otero arrives home from school to a horrific scene. His parents and younger brother have been tied up and suffocated or strangled. His 11-year-old sister has been hanged in the basement. Waves of similar scenes occur over the next three decades, but the killer is never caught despite his open desire for publicity. He calls himself “The BTK Strangler,” which stands for “Bind, Torture and Kill,” his favored method of murder. It is not until new clues surface 30 years after BTK first struck, that police are led to suburban father Dennis Rader, now one of the most notorious serial killers of all time. Location: Wichita, KS

- **Murder in the Mansion Premieres Friday, March 16 at 7:30 PM ET** In September 1987, elderly and eccentric recluse Simon Dale is found bludgeoned to death in his country mansion, Heath House. His ex-wife, Susan Wilberforce, quickly becomes the prime suspect in his murder. The couple divorced after 15 years of marriage, and Heath House became their biggest point of contention, purchased mostly with Wilberforce’s money, but with Dale refusing to leave. Dale tells his friends he is intimidated by his ex-wife, and she is often seen lurking on the grounds, sometimes brandishing a crowbar. Police charge Wilberforce with his murder, but all the evidence against her is circumstantial. Will she be found guilty of murder or will her suspicious financial dealings be the cause of her demise? Location: Shropshire, England

- **A Murder on Cape Cod Premieres Friday, March 23 at 7 PM ET** Truro, Cape Cod, is an idyllic town where people go to escape the grind of city life. But in January 2002, this charming place becomes a nightmare. Fashion journalist Christa Worthington is found violently stabbed to death in the hallway of her home. The crime goes unsolved for four years and then out of the blue, a garbage collector, Christopher McCowen, is arrested and charged with the murder. DNA evidence on Worthington’s body links McCowen to the scene, but with other suspects with motive, is it enough to prove that he was the killer? Location: Truro, MA

- **Repeat Offender Premieres Friday, March 23 at 7:30 PM ET** In July 2000, eight-year-old Sarah Payne is snatched while playing in a field near her grandparents’ home. Police immediately
focus their attention on **Roy Whiting**, a convicted sex offender who lives nearby. When Payne’s body is found two weeks later in a shallow grave, police find DNA evidence linking Whiting to the little girl and he is charged with her murder. Payne’s parents are shocked when they learn of his previous conviction, and start a determined campaign for Sarah’s Law, which would alert parents of sex offenders who might have access to their children. **Location: West Sussex, England**

- **A Very Dangerous Game** **Premieres Friday, March 30 at 1 PM ET** Rae Carruth is a rising star in the NFL, but when his girlfriend, Cherica Adams, tells him that she is pregnant with his child, he doesn’t want the responsibility. In November 1999, upon leaving a date with Carruth, a heavily pregnant Adams is shot four times when a car drives up alongside her. Adams manages to dial 911 and is rushed to the hospital, hanging on for her life. She is able to write down her recollection of events before she dies one month later. Armed with Adams’ first-hand account of her attack, and the turned testimonies of the shooter and driver, prosecutors push for the ultimate punishment. **Location: Charlotte, NC**

- **Convict Confessions** **Premieres Friday, March 30 at 1:30 PM ET** In February 1977, a beautiful 24-year-old Australian heiress, Janie Shepherd, goes missing in central London. Two months after her disappearance, Shepherd’s body is found, but with no forensic evidence, the case goes cold. Police suspect that known rapist, David Lashley, may be involved, but before he can be questioned, Lashley is arrested and found guilty of a different attack. In prison, Lashley confesses to fellow inmate, Daniel Reece, that he did indeed rape and kill Shepherd. Reece informs the police, and 13 years after Shepherd’s murder, Lashley finally goes on trial. He pleads not guilty so the trial hinges on whether the jury will take the word of Reece, a convicted criminal. **Location: London, England**

**UNUSUAL SUSPECTS** **TV-14**

**Season 3 Continues Sundays at 10 PM ET**

Each one-hour episode showcases some of the most baffling and challenging cases in contemporary law enforcement, and commends the unwavering investigations that led to the arrest of these unlikely culprits. Featuring in-depth interviews from some of America’s top investigative forces, viewers find out how these illusive offenders evaded justice for years, and how persistent police work and a passion for justice ultimately got them caught.

- **A Monstrous Act** **Premieres Sunday, March 4 at 10 PM ET** In 1994, firefighters respond to an apartment blaze and find the partially burned, beaten and stabbed body of 20-year-old Missy Grubbaugh. Hard-working, devoutly religious, and well-liked, Grubbaugh seems like the last person anyone would want to hurt. But police eventually learn that Grubbaugh has a few enemies, and was even in a relationship with a registered sex offender. Just when investigators think they may have their killer, a late-night phone call to the victim comes to light, drawing the case to a shocking conclusion. **Location: Arlington, TX**

- **A Murder on Miguel Lane** **Premieres Sunday, March 11 at 10 PM ET** In June 1985, single mother Joanne Lemieux returns home from work to a horrifying scene. Her two daughters and their 17-year-old houseguest have been bound, gagged, and stabbed to death. The violent scene ignites fear in the community that the killer may strike again. Investigators find no shortage of suspects, but it is a shaky alibi and a palm-print left at the scene that reveals a shocking culprit with close ties to the victims. **Location: Arlington, TX**

- **Innocent Bystander** **Premieres Sunday, March 25 at 10 PM ET** In January 2002, young couple Samuel Holley and Arica Lynn are found bludgeoned to death in their Brunswick, N.Y. apartment. A bloody print at the scene yields DNA samples from the potential killer. Straight-laced Lynn appears to be an innocent bystander, but Holley is a known drug dealer with dangerous enemies. Years after the crime, jailhouse snitches and an eyewitness throw suspicion on two local thieves who routinely target drug dealers. The two are charged with the double homicide and are set to go to trial when a hit in the national database finds a match for the
mystery DNA. The results bring the case to a close and shines light on a killer no one saw coming. Location: Brunswick, NY

NIGHTMARE NEXT DOOR ** TV-14
Season 2 Continues Sundays at 9 PM ET
How well do you know your neighbors? NIGHTMARE NEXT DOOR tells the tales of mysterious murders from behind white picket fences that rocked Middle America. Each hour bring a new murder mystery and a new look into the evil that can lurk in the heart and soul of a tight-knit community. Interviews with investigators, prosecutors, family members and/or neighbors piece together the twisting tale of a classic whodunit, and forensic experiments lead viewers into the heart of the investigation.

- **Burning Secret Premiers Sunday, March 4 at 9 PM ET** Goshen, N.H. is a small vacation town with picture postcard views and friendly smiles. But after free-spirited resident Edith "Pen" Meyer goes missing, anyone could be a potential suspect. An intense police search turns up no sign of Pen, and the case grows cold until a gruesome discovery puts it back in the hot seat as a homicide. When a shady local man reveals his grudge against Pen, police zero in on their prime suspect. But does this oddball’s behavior really mean he’s the killer? Location: Goshen, NH

- **New England Nightmare Premiers Sunday, March 11 at 9 PM ET** January in Woburn, Mass. is usually quiet, but the early days of 2004 are eerily silent when no one has heard from stay-at-home mom Joanne Presti for several days. When her concerned parents go to check on her, they enter into their worst nightmare. Presti and her twelve-year-old daughter, Alyssa, have been viciously murdered. As detectives work to find their killer, they quickly realize with several exes, and a secret affair, the suspect list is longer than they would like. That is, until police uncover a photograph that puts a murderer on thin ice. Location: Woburn, MA

- **Murder 101 Premiers Sunday, March 25 at 9 PM ET** The college town of Carbondale, Ill. gets a rude awakening when 21-year-old Southern Illinois University senior Susan Schumake is found strangled near a wooded path. When several other young women in the area turn up dead, investigators are in a race to stop a serial killer before he strikes again. With no hard evidence to nab their top suspect, the case goes cold for 25 years, until new technology promises to help them make their move. But cops soon realize that the real culprit was under their nose all along. Location: Carbondale, IL
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